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Abstract. The Economic development of the country also depends on its IT
enabled services available to common citizens. The cost effective services,
delivery mode and delivery time make the governance friendly to the citizens.
But the conflicting and lengthy house’s address system in India causes a lot of
delays in services delivery. A house or building address can be used for various
purposes like postal services, courier services, logistics services delivery, meet‐
ings, party venue etc. A high degree of failed service deliveries provide a gap to
digitize the house address system to deliver accurate and faster services to the
citizens. The paper proposes a conceptual method to digitize the house address
system which may be stored electronically into a centralized database to reduce
the time consuming process of writing and storing a lengthy address repeatedly
for delivering the various services. The paper also explores the possibilities of
how this digitized address could be integrated with the aadhaar database system
to make it more potentially applied in terms of citizens’ oriented applications and
services. The digitized address would contribute significantly to transform India
into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy.
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1 Introduction

The variety and quality urban services [5] lead to social and economic sustainability of
urban living [17]. The smart cities are defined as ICT based cities which have a promise
of providing better services and quality of life to its citizens. The development of physio-
socio-digital infrastructure in the cities are the base condition for the smart cities
program. The government of India has taken a lot of initiatives to digitalize the city data,
information and infrastructure like digital India campaign, digital India platform, and
open data platform to innovative, quality and timely services and efficient delivery of
services to its citizens. To digitize the services, web2.0, mobile platforms, cloud, aadhaar
and payment gateways can be integrated. A lot of difficulties usually being faced by city
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governments while planning for the city development [3]. A home or building address
can be used for administrative, emergency response, marketing, GIS, routing and navi‐
gation, and many other purposes and services. The information based services [3, 11]
must be focused of the smart cities infrastructure which provide opportunities to make
cities digitally empowered. The success of digital address program will stands India as
a leading nation in terms of developed and advanced facilities.

1.1 Digital Initiatives to Make Digitally Empowered Country

Digital India initiatives are preparing India to become a knowledge economy and digi‐
tally empowered country through synchronized and coordinated engagement of the all
levels of the government. A digital government can be defined as regular patterns of
growth in a particular country [8]. The Digital India campaign primarily focuses on the
inclusive growth of use smart devices, facilitating electronic services, products, manu‐
facturing and job opportunities etc. The program also includes the development of digital
infrastructure in the country. The digital government landscape shows the government
initiatives to innovate and provide digital solutions to social, economic, political and
other pressures [8]. The increasing population and high demand of services have created
pressure on government and logistics supplier to deliver the services in a fast and accu‐
rate manner. The government is trying to integrate services across various departments
to pace the service delivery speed with in the city and across the cities. The trust, security,
privacy, accessibility and quality of public services are some of the major issues [7] in
providing e-services to the citizens.

The cloud computing, big data, ICT applications and smart devices have created the
platform for digitally empowered citizens. Access to services, quality of services, infor‐
mation privacy and security could be enhanced through cloud solutions. Some policy
initiatives have been undertaken by government of India like e-kranti framework for
electronic delivery of service, e-infrastructure for delivery of e-services, policy on adop‐
tion of open source software, policy on use of IT resources, collaborative way of devel‐
opment, use of cloud big data, securing India’s cyber space, knowledge network to
enhance India’s role in global platforms of internet governance and service deliveries.

1.2 Service Delivery System in Cities

The high rate of urbanization and increasing population worldwide are creating a huge
pressure on city infrastructure and services. The cities are competing each other to attract
resources, cultural advancements and increased quality of life [9, 14, 19]. There is a lot
of pressures on service providers to meet the service demand and delivery of the services
at right time. The growing volume of packets, mail, increasing competition from private
courier industry, administered prices, poor technology [16] and confusing addresses are
some main causes for the failures, lost and delays in services [6]. Usually, the service
providers are unable to locate the lengthy, conflicting and unorganized addresses
provided by citizens, resulting inefficient government and commercial service deliveries
[6]. The growing rate of urbanization creates a lot of confusion to locate the exact address
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to deliver the critical urban services. The personalization of the cities [11] can be done
to improve the efficiency of their local services.

The smart cities are defined as ICT enabled cities which would provide the high
quality services, improved life styles and happy living to its citizens. The smart city
transformation would enhance the communication among citizens, government and
service providers that may require the changes in city operations, including government,
buildings, mobility, energy, environment and services. The main focus of smart cities
development are to fulfill the needs of citizens, providing local services, and digital
infrastructure [3]. The delivery of services accurately, quality of services and time
consumed in service delivery could be main focus of service providers in smart cities.
For that house or building needs a digital address that could be integrated with smart
technologies like internet of things (IoT) devices, smart phones and cloud applications.
To manage the digital addresses city wide or country wide, a centralized address database
would be needed. Whenever a person uses digital address, the database should decode
the complete physical address of the same. The address intelligence [18] can be used
for area-specific solutions to increase the timely service delivery. The innovative plan‐
ning, implementation of policies and some regulations are required [16] to design the
digital address to make Indian society completely digital in terms of services.

2 Literature Studies

The cities and societies which have future vision and advanced development plan tend
to show better economic and societal health [10]. The governments are adopting the new
technological solutions to respond the current pressures [8] of service demands and to
provide services for all the citizens in a hassle free environment. The digital India
campaign will promote e-governance and Indian economy to a new heights in near
future. Easy access to public services, cashless transactions and smooth service delivery
would develop a digitally advanced societies and cities in India. The role of governance
have been signified [10, 12] in improving the various services provided to citizens.
A huge range of information and services [7] can be provided online through e-govern‐
ment and mobile government. The services provided by government should be based
on the demand and requirement of its citizens which would help government to improve
its accountability and responsibilities [13] towards the citizens. Citizens’ perceptions
and participation should be considered while developing new services. ICT [1] can alter
the way individuals, organizations, and governments usually works. Implementation of
ICTs can improve quality of life for citizens especially living in the less developed
countries [2]. The use of ICT has been vastly promoted [13] in government in last few
years. It has been found that managing a coherent address system can be difficult for a
city government even under the best circumstances [6]. A lot of frauds [8] have been
reported related with failed service deliveries in the cities which causes insecurity among
the citizens to use digital services and putting orders online. The validation is required
for the correctness of the mentioned place before start delivering the service. The address
validation techniques should be implemented to check for consistency among address
components and corrects them [16]. The provided address further cross checked for any
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inconsistency or mis-spelt. Therefore, to deliver the services to its citizens in a proper
fashion, a digital address system is required.

In previous studies, performed in various countries, the street address was main
concern while designing the house or building addresses. Street was divided into
primary, secondary, and third order streets based on use and importance [6]. Some streets
were categorized into even and odd number streets and number usually increases towards
the moving direction from the reference point [6]. The most important street normally
gets the most important name. Some authors have used directional conventions in
designing the address systems. But now a days, this type of addressing system cannot
be deployed. The feature address might have any syntax, but city, state, and pin code
were separated from the rest of the address. House address must be applied effectively
to inform to the public especially to the children. Naming convention should be proposed
for the new developments at the time of developing sector layouts in a particular city.
If a person feed digital address string, the exact and verified location should be shown
correctly. Thus, the integration of national digital address system database with GIS and
aadhaar database will solve such issues and would promote automation in addressing
system.

3 Proposal for the Digitized Address System

The effective use of technology is the need of this competitive era in terms of develop‐
ment and modern infrastructure. ICT has totally changed the way of living in urban as
well rural areas. The smart digital address could be a combination of technology, infor‐
mation and data to make digital infrastructure and better delivery of services. Assigning
and management of buildings address could be done via digital address system. A house
or building address usually contains house/building number, area name, city/village
name, district name, state name, country name, pin code [16].

The paper proposes the concept of digitizing residential and commercial addresses.
An address database should be developed to record and maintain all physical addresses.
Whenever the digitized address string is used electronically or scanned, it would auto‐
matically show or print the complete address of that person or organization from the
central address database (Fig. 1). This would also make the citizens smart to maintain
an automated personal digital address book and fast accessibility to house services. The
service and billing addresses might not be always identical. In such cases more than one
digitized string can be used clearly indicating which one should be used for service
delivery.

The centralized digital address database could be linked with aadhaar card database.
Integration of aadhaar card would provide biometric authentication, eKYC and verified
address information (Fig. 1) to reduce the address frauds and confusions in services
deliveries. Compulsion of providing Aadhaar number of sender (in case of courier/postal
service) would give the auto-verification of person who wish to send the particulars.
Requesting aadhaar number with digital sign of recipient at the time of service delivery
would make the system more robust and will control the frauds. The digital address
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database can also be linked with GIS database to find the geospatial information of a
particular address.

The residential or commercial address could be digitized into a string of alphabets
and numbers like vehicle number, phone number, bank account number, passport
number or aadhaar card number. Followings are some suggestions to design a digital
address (Table 1). The followings are the assumptions in proposed digitized residential
address system:

1. Each city and village should be assigned a unique code or number in respective
district (like Indian railway has given a unique code to all stations)

2. Unique pin code system (already exist in India which signifies region, district and
postal office of a particular area)

3. Each sub locality, sector, colony, society or village area should be assigned a unique
number by concern authority.

4. Each house/building/tower/bhulekh/plot number should be assigned a unique
number (Most of the cities/village are already have this).

Table 1. The proposed guidelines for digitization of house address system

Particular Data type Examples
City code/Railway station
code/Tehsil code

String (4 digits) For Ghaziabad – GZB

Pin Code Numeric (6 digits) 201001
Sub locality/sector/colony/
village/society code

Numeric (3 digits) Nehru nagar = 067, Sector
144 = 144, Shiv colony = 052

House/Building/Tower/
Bhulekh/plot number

String (4 digits) House = C073, Flat = Z401,
Plot = 0132

Thus from Table 2, the digital address of House number C-73, Nehru Nagar,
Ghaziabad, Gautam Buddha Nagar, India-21001 would be GZB201001067C073.

Fig. 1. Service delivery using digital address system and linking digital address with Aadhaar
card
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The use of city/village code (as per Indian railway standard) will provide a better read‐
ability to the service providers in terms of understanding because a city code can be
remembered easily as compared to interpreting the postal code digits or scanning the
whole string to get the details every time. This would help in sorting and arranging order
materials or delivery packets in city wise clustering during the transit. After city code,
the pin code will provide the direction till to the post office of a locality. Then rest part
of the string will direct the service provider till to the recipient. The locality could be
further divided into sub section codes based on city/village’s special requirements. If a
particular is not applicable for some areas, in such cases, 00 could be assigned in digital
string. If a village, society, town, city, district or state formed newly, the same standards
should be follow in a regular pattern to digitize the new addresses. Whenever a person
shifts from one address to another, the digitalized address must be updated with new
address string in a centralized address database system. The address change may be
notify to the contacts associated with the person’s contact book. It might be optional
alerts if a person wants to notify his new address to his relatives or known persons.

Table 2. Example of a digital address

Address
particulars

City/Village Pin code Locality House number

Current address
system

Ghaziabad 201001 Nehru nagar C073

Digital address GZB 201001 067 C073

City/Village code Pin code Sector code House number

The hospitals, police station, fire brigade stations, army cant area, historically impor‐
tant area could be assigned a special code while digitizing their addresses to make them
distinguished which could be navigate faster in an area with their special code.

4 Benefits of Digitized Address System

The residential digitized address system will have a lot of benefits like address stand‐
ardization and faster navigation of any location. The digital address could be stored or
scanned electronically for various service deliveries rather writing a lengthy address
every time. Whenever a person feeds this digital address string, global positioning
system should also indicate the exact location physically. This system would reduce the
address duplication efforts, resolving conflict and confusing addresses, improving the
service delivery quality, quicker reach of emergency services, more efficient wide range
service delivery, facilitating housing census, and would help e-commerce firms and
government organizations to expend their services especially in tier-II and tier-III cities
to make the lives of citizen easier and more comfortable in a digitally empowered era.
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5 Conclusions

The house address system must be more consistent citywide as well as country wide.
A digital address of a house or building would make address location simpler for resi‐
dents and businesses. The digital address system would improve the navigation and
search to find the exact location in cities or towns. The emergency services would
response in a lesser time to deliver emergency services like health, fire, and resolving
security issues. The digitized house address system will enhance the digital empower‐
ment of citizens and collaborative digital platforms for participative governance with
services, policies and best practices. The national digital address system will enhance
the readiness of government to develop smart cities and digital empowered India.

6 Limitations and Further Research

The basic need for the digital address system will be high speed secured internet. Setting
up the broadband and maintaining Wi-Fi connectivity throughout the city and country
is a big challenge to the government. Maintaining digital infrastructure with the advance‐
ment in technology, security and privacy of individual details would be crucial challenge
for the concern authority. The digital divide [15] can affect the quality aspects of service
accessibility and usability. The digital divide is a relative concept measuring the gap in
access and use of ICT systems between individuals, groups and countries [4]. The
government should take some initiatives to reduce digital divide among the citizens. The
use of digital address would vary on age of citizens, geography, education level,
language and physical disability of the citizens. The facility to write address and
displaying address in Indian local languages must be required to make the complete use
of digital address system to highlights the transformative impact in citizens’ life through
digitalization. In the present study, we have not included details of a recipient like name,
mobile number as we can see in current address system in India. To identify the recipient,
the study has suggested to link address with aadhaar database. This would increase the
complexity at digital infrastructure level. But by integrating this, a verified personal
details and valid address will enhance the faster service delivery to the citizens. In future,
a more holistic and generalized digital address system could be designed to make India
a digitally empowered country in a real sense.
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